
 

 

 

 

Safety Rules 

 

In our Kyudo practice, we use yumi (bow) and (ya) arrow, which can cause great 

damage and injury if not handled properly. It is therefore important that all 

practitioners know the following safety rules. 

 

Although the responsibility for safety rests with the person in charge, all practitioners 

are required to pay attention to safety and in critical situations, to immediately 

interrupt their practice and warn everyone else. 

 

➢ Joint practice in the dojo or outdoors will take place under the supervision of a 

person in charge. 

➢ A first aid kit must be available at the shooting range and the person in charge 

must have quick access to an (emergency) phone. 

➢ Visitors may only enter the shooting area under supervision or with permission. 

➢ It must be ensured that bystanders cannot reach the lateral boundaries of the 

practice range or behind the target. Any hall doors must be kept closed. 

➢ The shooting area, especially at the hitote practice, is to be made recognizable 

and secured by sufficient markings. 

➢ The placement of the yatori (arrow holer) on the left edge of the shooting area is 

determined by the person in charge of the practice and must be at a safe distance 

from the position of the matos (azuchi). 

➢ It is of great importance that the kyudo material corresponds to the body size of 

the kyudojin and is in perfect condition in order to avoid injuries and accidents. 

➢ Kyudojin shoot at the makiwara that corresponds to their body size. 

➢ Any stringing of the bow with an arrow in it must always be done in the direction of 

the makiwara or mato. 

  



 

➢ Fetching arrows at the makiwara practice: 

− If the person to the left of the kyudojin has not yet executed the torikake (string 

grip), the kyudojin may go to the makiwara to retrieve the arrow; the person to 

the left must wait until the arrow retrieving kyudojin is again back on his place. 

− If the person to the left has already made the torikake, it is up to the kyudojin 

(on the right) to wait until he/she has shot and completed his/her zanshin. 

− If a kyudojin disregards this rule and goes to the makiwara even though the 

person to the left has already made the torikake or is still further along in their 

practice, he/she must immediately pause and stop his/her practice. 

➢ Fetching Arrows at Hitote Practice: 

− The yatori may not fetch arrows without a request from the platform supervisor. 

− The platform supervisor gives the yatori the signal to fetch arrows: Two strikes 

with sticks or the call "Yatori onegaishimasu". The yatori confirms the call with 

one strike with the sticks or with the call "Yatori". 

− If arrows are lying across, the yatori calls the attention of the platform 

supervisor by calling "Yatori". However, the Yatori may only go to fetch the 

arrows after the platform supervisor has given him the signal (two strikes, call). 

− While the yatori is in the mato area, the practicing kyudojin interrupt their 

practice. If one or more kyudojin are already in the torikake or further, they 

must stop the practice and return to the ashibumi position. The arrow must be 

nocked out. 

− Practitioners may proceed with the hitote practice only after the yatori has 

collected the arrows, left the mato area, and given the go-ahead to shoot with 

the call: "Dozo" (Please). 

− In synchronized practice, the foremost kyudojin makes sure that he/she does 

not begin or continue to practice until the shooting area is clear; all other 

kyudojin follow his/her lead. In individual practice, each kyudojin is required to 

do this him-/herself. 


